
CHAPTER FOUR

GAY COMMUNITY SERVICES

While the women who had been involved with Gay

Liberation went off to form the Austin Lesbian

Organization, the men continued to try to resurrect the

coalition of men and women .that made Gay Liberation

possible in the first place. It would seem that the men

who formed Gay People of Austin (GPA) were using Gay Lib

as their model. They were not as creative as their

lesbian counterparts, who did not look back at Gay Lib

with nostalgia. The lesbians looked forward while the

gay men looked back.

At a park in the Austin neighborhood of Clarksville

in January 1974, John Watson, Bob Cooper and Dennis

Milam, former members of Gay Lib, held the organizational

meeting for Gay. People of Austin. Of the twenty or :so

people who attended this first meeting, all were under

25, most were students and most were men. GPA was

younger and more student-dominated than GLF and as

lacking in lesbian participation. According to Dennis

Milam, GPA, "although very progressive and hip, was much

more centered in rules and regulations. It was more
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purposeful than Gay Lib because its emphasis was on

securing a niche [within society]".1 This statement

reflects the moderation of the new group. It also

explains the relative inactivity of the group.

GPA advertised its meetings in the Rag.2 The

"meetings" seem to have been held at the same time as the

"mens' rap group," which definitely points up the minimal

role of women in the new organization.. The meetings/rap

groups were held at the University Y auditorium on

Fridays and typically were attended by fifteen to twenty

men and an occasional woman.3

Over the summer of 1974, GPA sponsored a small Gay

Pride Picnic and Cultural Celebration in Shoal Creek Park

and organized a few community pot luck suppers in an

effort to get more people involved. After the court

decision in March that ruled in favor of the now-defunct

GLF, GPA registered as a formal UT organization without

incident. They threw a party to celebrate their court

victory, where more than 300 gays and lesbians danced in

the same ballroom in which they had been thrown out of

Dennis Milam, interview by the author, written
notes from telephone conversation, Houston, Texas, 10
July 1990.

2 See "GPA," Rag_, 3 June 1974, p. 2; "Summer 1974
Gay Liberation," Rac[, 16 September 1974, p. 6.

Dennis Milam, interview by the author.



eighteen months earlier. This dance, which was covered

by the Austin American-Statesman and the Daily Texan, was

the high point for GPA.4

After the successful victory dance at UT, GPA had

very little to do with the University. They had been

registered without fanfare as a campus organization with

Roy Teale again the faculty sponsor. Very occasionally

GPA exercised.the. rights.allowed campus groups to set up

an information booth on the West Mall. They did not, as

a matter of principle, ever use the University facilities

for meetings or fundraisers, thereby silently protesting

the treatment that many members had suffered in their

days with GLF when the University administration labelled

them "sick."5 GPA thus existed primarily as a social

group of gay students whose disdain for the University

limited its own abilities to educate the student body.

The focus of GPA as a moderate political group seeking

change from within the system seemed to fall apart after

the University capitulated in its struggle to keep

lesbians and gays off campus.

Realizing that the group was in need of more active

4 "Gay People hold dance at UT," Austin American-
Statesman, eve., 1 July 1974, p. 7; Daily Texan, 29 June
1974.

5 Dennis Milam, interview by the author.
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members from the lesbian-gay community, GPA member Tim

Toole wrote an extensive article in the Rag in December

of 1974, calling for a revitalization: "an attempt is

being made to develop a new sense of community." He

continued by describing the activities of GPA as "two

consciousness raising groups, biking, volleyball and

community pot luck suppers."6 This was probably an

overly optimistic view, at least in the sense that^*hese

activities most likely represented one-time events.

However, the group managed to struggle on through the

spring of 1975 with sporadic meetings and an occasional

party. This, at a time when the lesbians of ALO

experienced the rush of having nearly a hundred energetic

members, showed that the interest level was there but

that GPA was not tapping into it.

Gay People of Austin could not live up to its name.

A majority of the people involved were students, mostly

undergraduates.7 They could not build a sense of :

community by themselves. They did not know how to tap

into the burgeoning bar scene and could not offer

sufficiently exciting alternatives to bar life.8 Most

6 Tim Toole, "Gay Community News," Rag, 9 December
1974, p. 11. —*

7 ibid.

8 Dennis Milam, interview by the author.
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of the gay people in Austin probably either did not know

that GPA existed or saw it as a purely student-oriented

group. ALO had succeeded possibly because it did not

have to compete with the bars for the attention of the

lesbians. In 1975 there were no bars in Austin

exclusively for lesbians. Lesbians were forced to go to

bars dominated by gays if they wanted to go out together.

In relative terms then, more gays went to bars thana

lesbians and in the mid 1970s gays led the cultural fad

of discos. Gays accordingly became much less interested

in the political movement that GPA represented.

Generally speaking, gays in the mid 1970s wanted to

dance, take different drugs and be sexually promiscuous.

In 1974-75 "disco fever" became the bane of gay male

social and political organizations such as GPA.9

By the summer of 1975, GPA was dead. Funds that

were leftover from the group were used to set up a phone

line in the University Y, which was monitored initially

by former GPA member and law student Woody Egger and his

friends Dan Puckett and Wayde Frey, both students in

their mid twenties. This phone line began operation on

August 1, 1975, and was called the Gay Community Services

9 Bunch Brittain, interview by the author, written
notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, 19 June 1990; Dennis •
Milam, interview by the author.
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Hotline.10

Gay Community Services was organized a month later,

in September of 1975 with the annual return of the

student masses to Austin for the fall term. The original

monitoring team of Egger, Frey and Puckett, was joined by

a group of younger enthusiastic students, including Art

Morris, Mark Sanders, Steve Thomas and Ellen Rayfield.

The younger group of..students were less experiencecbin

dealing openly with their sexuality and had not

participated in the joys and pains of Gay Liberation or

Gay People of Austin.11 They were all products of the

mid 1970s. They did not identify with the radical

gender-bending values of those who had come of political

age in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Gay Community

Services became a relatively moderate group that under

the leadership of Woody Egger, according to radical

former GLF member Randy Connor, "completed the cycle from

socialism to conservatism."12 Here conservatism implies

assimilation - a belief that the goals of lesbian and gay

liberation are best served by working within the system.

10 Tommy Ingram, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 21 June 1990.

11 ibid.; Dennis Milam, interview by the author.

12 Randy Connor, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 30 June 1990.
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Socialism, on the other hand, represented the vague

ideals popular in the heyday of GLF (the early 1970s),

calling for the overthrow of the system.

As the early Gay Liberation Front in Austin

reflected national trends towards radical politics, so

too did Gay Community Services reflect a national trend,

this time towards more moderate politics. In New York

City the Gay Activists.Alliance.(GAA),.which.had replaced

the radical Gay Liberation Front in the early 1970s,

introduced an ideology based more on the creation of a

unique lesbian-gay culture than on politics. The GAA

gave rise to the idea of gay community centers and its

center, the Firehouse (1971-73), served as a model for

the rest of the country. With consciousness-raising

groups, rap sessions, a small library, a phone line for

peer counselling and a meeting space, community centers

like the Firehouse in New York provided a valuable

service to a burgeoning gay and lesbian community.13.

It took three years for the concept of a community

center for gays and lesbians to come to Austin.

Undoubtedly local gays and lesbians often travelled to

New York and San Francisco and were there exposed to the

latest ideas such as community centers, but Austin lacked

13 See Marotta, Politics of Homosexuality, esp.-
chap. 6.
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organization and enthusiasm for such an undertaking until

1975. In that year the Austin Lesbian Organization,

Women/Space and Gay Community Services created separate

community centers. We have already seen that the ALO

attempts were unsuccessful and for the most part were

undercut by Women/Space, which was less politically

divided, but also not overtly lesbian-identified. For

many people this left out-gays and lesbians who wan-teed to

work with gays. This was the group that found a home in

Gay Community Services.

But GCS had to do more than provide an ideological

niche if it wanted to survive; it had to attract an

enthusiastic membership. Given the history of its

predecessor, Gay People of Austin, that was obviously a

difficult prospect. Woody Egger, Wayde Frey, Dan Puckett

and Dennis Milam, all of whom had watched at least part

of the slow death of GPA, hoped to avoid a similar fate

for GCS.

The answer to this problem seemed to involve a

combination of clear goals and hard work that had eluded

GPA. After establishing the telephone line in August

1975, Woody Egger spearheaded a drive to get a separate

office in which to put the telephone that was at the time

being answered by people at the University Y offices,

some of whom were neither gay nor lesbian. Sometime in
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the fall of 1975, GCS got a cubbyhole of an office in the

Y building by a grant from the University YMCA/YWCA,

enough space for a desk and a few chairs. This provided

a base for Gay Community Services that was, according to

member Steve Bostic, "very important for the group's

survival."14 The telephone line could now theoretically

be answered for six hours a day by a gay or a lesbian on

duty. The phone line could be reached between-the feours

of 4 to 10pm Monday through Saturday. Because of the

novelty of the telephone line in the Fall semester of

1975, most of the shifts from 4 to 7pm and from 7 to 10pm

were filled by eager volunteers.15

With the phone line operating successfully, the core

group of GCS members, Woody Egger, Dan Puckett and Wayde

Frey saw the need to formally organize the group and to

plan functions that would attract more members. The

first task was to draw up a constitution that would state

the goals of the group and spell out the leadership •

structure. The original charter of the group has been

lost, but the leadership structure can be pieced together

from interviews with Troy Stokes, Steve Bostic and Dennis

14 Steve Bostic, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 9 February 1990.

15 Dan Puckett, "GCS and some of the things we do,"
Gay Austin, v.l no.l, June 1976, p. 2.
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Milam and from lists of officers published in Gay Austin,

the group's newsletter. GCS was more formally structured

than previous groups. In contrast to the leaderless

format of GLF and ALO, GCS had a General Coordinator who

could call all business and general meetings. Other

members sitting on the board included the coordinators

for finance, the office, a speakers' bureau and

publicity.16 All coordinators had six. month terms and

were expected to meet in a fortnightly business meeting

in addition to the monthly general meetings.

The goals of the group were more vague than the

procedural regulations. In the August 1976 issue of Gay

Austin an article written celebrating the first

anniversary of GCS restated the goals of the group:

As stated in our constitution, our ultimate
goal is to improve the condition of gay people
in society and to aid in their development. To
achieve this end, we have set out to provide
peer counseling for those who need to talk to
someone who understands and shares their
feelings; to make referrals to qualified,
medical psychological and legal professionals
with whom gays can comfortably share their
problems; to spread information about
homosexuality and gay life, particularly to the
non-gay community which is ignorant of our
presence; and to serve as a social organization
in which gay people can meet and talk and
establish friendships beyond those offered by

Troy Stokes, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 20 February 1990; Steve Bostic,
interview by the author; Dennis Milam, interview by .the
author.
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gay bars.17

The four goals of peer counseling, referrals, information

dissemination and social activities were to be achieved

through several different activities. These were the

telephone line, "rap" or discussion groups, a speakers'

bureau, political rallies, a lending library, a roommate

and message board, parties and fundraisers and, after

June 1976, the newsletter. -a.

Initially the most successful venture was the

telephone line. The staffers provided lists of bars,

social events and non-bar places where lesbians and gays

could meet. There were several practical uses of Gayline

including peer counseling for callers in distress over a

terminated relationship, problems with coming out,

information on sexually transmitted diseases and suicide

prevention. The number was printed on business cards and

distributed to the local gay bars and adult bookstores

where gay men gathered. There were also stickers with

the GCS name and number to disseminate to various campus

locations. By July of 1976, the telephone line was

receiving over 200 legitimate (as opposed to harrassment)

calls a month from a wide array of people seeking

17 "Birthday," GA, v.l no.2, August 1976, p. 1,
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information, help or sex.18

In addition to the telephone line, GCS provided

weekly rap groups on Fridays in the GCS office at the

University Y, which were attended overwhelmingly by men.

The rap groups were informal and for the most part

without a designated leader. Group respect, where

individuals listened attentively and gave constructive

responses, was the.most, important thing and.seems be have

been achieved; the rap groups began in the fall of 1975

and continued for over three years.19 The attendance

ranged from a high of thirty to a low of six, depending

mostly on the time of the school year or on external

events that sparked interest in gay topics. One of the

people who was involved from the beginning was Tommy

Ingram, who enjoyed being around the confident "doers" of

the community who helped "kids get through the coming out

process in one piece."20 The rap groups occasionally

featured films with gay themes or turned into impromptu

parties that were then continued at a member's house.

One purpose for the founding of GCS was to provide an

alternative way for gays and lesbians to socialize in a

18 Troy Stokes, interview by the author.

19 Steve Bostic, interview by the author.

20 Tommy Ingram, interview by the author.
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non-bar setting. Bars were often very noisy, smokey,

dark and aggressively sexual, and many felt that they

were not especially friendly places to meet new friends

or potential partners. GCS functions seemed to offer a

viable alternative to the bar "scene."21

The Speakers' Bureau was another important part of

the GCS agenda. Initially under the direction of long

time member Dan Puckett, the Speakers' Bureau held^panels

and discussions with University human sexuality classes

and with some church groups. Dennis Milam was the

chairperson of the Speakers' Bureau for the year

beginning September 1977. Under his direction the bureau

was able to capitalize on the national and local

attention given to lesbian-gay issues surrounding the

Anita Bryant anti-homosexual campaign.22 Milam soon

found himself quite busy speaking to University groups

and classes, psychiatrists' associations, a local high

school and in February 1977, a local radio station,; K

98*'s "Minority Report." An information column of Gay

Austin from March 1978 challenged the professional

lesbian and gay readers to

Let us speak to your class, club, church,
organization or agency. Both men and women are

21 ibid.; Steve Bostic, interview by the author.

22 Dennis Milam, interview by the author.
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available to talk on history, law, literature,
politics, psychology, mental health, religion,
sexuality, sociology, social work, the gay
community and the gay rights/liberation
movement.23

In this way GCS sought to reach out to Austin's

heterosexual majority through those lesbians and gays who

belonged to mainstream organizations in order to educate

"straights" about the lesbian-gay lifestyle.

One aspect of-this lifestyle was multiple-parser

sexuality for gay men, therefore sexual health practices

soon became a major issue. By January 1977, the sexual

revolution had exploded in Austin. There were six gay

bars: the Austin Country (on Red River), the New

Apartment (on 29th St.), the Hollywood (on W. 4th St.),

the Private Cellar (on W. 6th St.), the Pearl Street

Warehouse (on Lavaca) and the newly opened Friends and

Lovers (E. 6th St.). In addition to the bars, there were

two video stores frequented by gays: Mr. Peepers (on E.

6th St.) and All American News (on Guadalupe St.). 'A gay

bathhouse, Club Baths Austin (on W. 16th St.), also

opened in January of 1977 and soon became a very popular

meeting place, especially after the bars closed on

23 "Speakers Bureau," GA, v.2 no.8, March 1978,. p.
7.
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weekend nights.24 With so many options for multiple-

partner gay sex, Austin witnessed an upsurge in the

incidence of venereal diseases that tracked earlier'

outbreaks in the gay meccas of San Francisco and New York

City. Fully 60% of new VD cases in Travis County in 1976

were to be found in gay men.25 GCS helped to combat the

spread of VD by offering volunteers who worked in

conjunction with the Travis County. Health Department to

give free VD screening clinics twice a month on Fridays

at Club Baths beginning in April of 1977. One notice in

Gay Austin in 1977 implored gay men to "Be Safe!!,"26 an

ominous foreshadowing of the AIDS crisis that would

devastate Austin beginning in the mid 1980s.

In the late spring of 1976, GCS members Woody Egger,

Dan Puckett and Joe Justice met to organize a newsletter

for their group. They decided to call it Gay Austin and

to fund it through Gay Community Services. The subtitle

of the newsletter showed the GCS effort to include all of

Austin's lesbian-gay community: "The newsletter of Gay

Community Services of Austin, Texas for its gay

24 Bunch Brittain, interview by the author;
"Business Directory," GA, v.l no.9, April 1977, p. 2.

25 «VD Can spoil Your Fun," GA, v.l no.7, February
1977, p. 2.

26 "VD Clinic," GA, v.l no.9, April 1977, p. 4.-
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community"27 (The "gay community" supposedly included

lesbians but defined them as gay in the same way that

"men" can include women as well as men.) The first copies

of the mimeographed newsletter appeared in early June

1976 and were available at the GCS office. The second

copy appeared in August 1976, with the additional help of

Ellen Rayfield and Amme Hogan making it the first

newsletter in Austin to be by and for both lesbians—and

gays28 (the ALO Newsletter was for women only). Gay

Austin, which appeared nearly every month, was regularly

put together by seven to twelve people who were also most

likely to be members of GCS. The newsletter looked

increasingly professional during its first year and soon

included articles from the Advocate and Gay Community

News of Boston that spread information on national gay

and lesbian events of importance.29 In this way Gay

Austin served to integrate the local community into a

national lesbian-gay community and raised their

consciousness as an oppressed minority. With

distribution in and advertising revenue from lesbian and

gay bars, bookstores and churches, Gay Austin reached a

27 ii Editorial," GA, v.l no.l, June 1976, p. 3.

28 See GA, v.l no.2, August 1976.

29 "News Briefs," GA, v.2 nos.8-10, March-May 1978.
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wide audience. The newspaper provided the lesbian-gay

perspective on important national and local events, such

as Anita Bryant's campaign against homosexuals, and'local

efforts at lesbian-gay civil rights.30 The mainstream

media often portrayed these and other events in a

homophobic manner. With a level of success and

independent funding from advertising space. Gay Austin

broke away from.GCS..in December 1976 and moved its-*

facilities to a more spacious office on W. 23rd St.31

It continued to be produced by many of the same members

of GCS and, although supposedly "efforts [were] made to

provide a community-wide perspective,"32 the newsletter

never really changed its male-dominated format even after

a complete reorganization and name change (to

Connections) in late 1979. The newsletter quit

publication at about the time that GCS disbanded in late

1980.

Gay Austin revealed the problems and controversies

within its parent organization GCS in the same way that

Goodbye to All That showed the cracks and fissures in the

30 "Is Austin Next?," GA, v.2 no.9, April 1978, p.
4; "Breakfast Festival for Human Rights," GA, v.2 no.10,
May 1978, p. 9.

31 GA, v.l no.5, December 1976, p. 1.

32 Dan Puckett, GA, v.2 no.2, September 1977, p. 1.
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Austin Lesbian Organization. On many occasions, such as

the debate over including lesbian in the title,33 the

newsletter served as the battleground for opposing

factions. At other times it merely reported a scuffle

between groups or individuals, and sometimes the editors

chose to write nothing on a given issue, perhaps in the

interest of unity.

An ongoing problem with Gay Community Service«^that

was regularly mentioned in the articles of Gay Austin

was the need for more committed members to do the work.

Staffers were constantly in short supply at the GCS

office, especially after members put up a highly visible

sign on the Y building facing the University in July

1976. At this time people were needed to staff the

lending library, the desk for walk-in counseling and

information, and the telephone line for the advertised

hours of 4 to 10pm Monday through Saturday. The new sign

increased the walk-in traffic and telephone calls

significantly.34 The sign, with the word "Gay" visible

for some distance, was a source of pride for GCS members

but also increased the number of harrassment calls that

the group received and made it more difficult to recruit

33 See GA, v.2 no.9, April 1978, pp. 3, 6 and 14.

34 "GCS Office Report," GA, v.l no.7, February 1977,
p. 6.
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volunteers leery of potential violence.35 Eventually

the group decided to establish a telephone loop line to

member Troy Stokes' house so that he, or his partner, Ron

Sawey, could answer the phone if no one answered it at

the GCS office. This change created a small controversy

because some members felt that Stokes was one of the gay

men using the telephone regularly for sexual purposes.

Another administrative...point .of. contention wasuthe

securing of funding. Troy Stokes, Finance Coordinator

for GCS at various times form 1976 to 1980, managed to

obtain a meager but symbolically significant grant from

the United Urban Council, a federation of local churches,

in early 1977. This was the first and only outside grant

that the group received. He also applied for a federally

funded CETA grant and county funding in 1978 but was

rejected supposedly due to the gay nature of GCS.36

Women/Space, on the other hand, received both grants.37

The dual nature of the womens* group likely played a role

in government selection of Women/Space over GCS for

funding. Women/Space legitimately claimed that its

services were open to all women, even though many at this

35 Steve Bostic, interview by the author.

36 ipr0y stokes, interview by the author.

37 "Florence Ross," interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 27 June 1990.
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time happened to be lesbian. Women/Space did not

classify itself as a lesbian organization; indeed, many

straight women used Women/Space services. The group

rarely if ever mentioned the fact that it was often

dominated by lesbians.38 This tension annoyed many in

GCS, including Troy Stokes, who saw Women/Space as

"closeted" and therefore able to get funding. Given the

homophobic nature of society, Stokes is probably accurate

in saying that had Women/Space been upfront about lesbian

participation it would have been less likely to get

government funding. Meanwhile Gay Community Services had

to rely entirely on bake sales, fundraising parties and

individual donations for their income, which meant

devoting precious resources, time and energy to raising

money instead of sponsoring activities designed to

increase membership. Fortunately, GCS was supported by

the University Y, which provided the group an office at

little or no charge in return for maintenance of the

building space.39

The financing conflict was a small scuffle in a

continuing battle over what role women should play in a

gay organization like GCS. From the first, GCS inherited

38 Caroline Scott, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 26 February 1990.

39 Troy Stokes, interview by the author.
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the gender balance problems that had plagued Gay Lib and

Gay People of Austin. This time, however, the situation

was not only made difficult by gay male insensitivity but

also by lesbian separatism. Many lesbians had been

hostile to the men of GCS from the beginning. In an

interview in Gay Austin, robin birdfeather, a staunch

separatist, declared that "gay is a male term; the

Stonewall Riots, the beginning of the gay movement-began

with traditional male fighting . . . there is no way

women can be absorbed into their system apart from

tokenism."40 This kind of separatism led to the battles

that erupted between Ellen Rayfield, a woman from GCS,

and the "lesbianationalists." The separatists felt that

working with gay men was akin to collaborating with the

enemy. Separatist lesbians sought to create a world

without the influence of men. They saw working with gay

men as an "impure action." And because the separatist

vision included all women, they took it upon themselves

to inform lesbians who worked with gay men that their

collaboration threatened the existence of a women-only

world.41 To the extent that separatism was a popular

movement, the women of GCS had their identities as true

40 "Interview with robin birdfeather," GA, v.2 no.9,
April 1978, p. 14.

41 ibid.
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lesbians questioned; popularity of separatism meant the

downgrading of GCS lesbians to "gay women," a pejorative

term connoting backwardness. On the other side, GCS

lesbians had to battle with some of the group's gay men.

Gay men were often insensitive to feelings of exclusion

by lesbians. For example, many gay men insisted that

"gay" was a broad term that included lesbians.

In a letter to Gay Austin printed in the December

1977 issue, a woman expressed the frustrations of many

women who worked with gay male dominated organizations:

I consider your treatment of lesbians still
below par. You have almost nothing about us,
almost completely about men. If you consider
yourselves to be a community newspaper, the
fact that you print almost nothing about women
makes your title "Gay Austin" ridiculous.42

The next spring, Gay Austin editor and GCS Publications

Coordinator Kelly Kay, wrote an editorial entitled "Gay

Women - not Lesbians," where he stated:

I'm against the phrase gay men and lesbians
simply because it is separatist. This
newspaper does not address itself to two
separate groups within Austin ie. "lesbians
and gay men," Gay Austin is for the Gay people
of Austin.43

This was a blatant and insensitive denial of womens'

42 Ammie Vanson, "Letters," GA, v.2 no.5, December
1977, p. 2.

43 Kelly Kay, "Gay Women not Lesbians," GA, v.2
no.9, April 1978, p. 3.
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rights to identify themselves as lesbians and at the same

time work with gay men. This posture seemed to many

lesbians to be indicative of the response of the gay men

of GCS. Amine Hogan, a long time GCS member and feminist,

responded to Kay by stating that "until gay men recognize

the needs of lesbians in this oppressive society, they

are selling out."44 The GCS membership, meanwhile, had

elected an all-male six member board, for the March-±o

October 1978 term. There were women who for a variety of

reasons continued to be active in the organization. Some

persisted because of strong friendships while others

remained perhaps because of a need to educate those gay

men willing to listen about feminism.

Another issue dividing the community was that of gay

male sexual activity. Advocates for a relaxed view on

multiple-partner sexuality, such as Troy Stokes, wanted

to break the social norms of sexual repression. They

were proud of their sexuality and wanted to let everyone

know it.45 They were accused by their detractors of

trying to inject sex into every situation from telephone

line staffing, where sexual liaisons were made, to

advertising for GCS in Austin area "tearooms" (public

44 Amme Hogan, "Sexism Once Again," GA, v.2 no.9,
April 1978, pp. 6, 14.

45 Troy Stokes, interview by the author.
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bathrooms where gay men engage in sexual activity). This

openly sexual attitude prevailed from the beginning when

the hotline telephone number was chosen as 477-6699

("69" being a popular name for simultaneous mutual

fellatio or cunnilingus.) Many other GCS members, both

male and female, found this tasteless and argued that it

would drive potential members away. Indeed, Paul Clover,

a student newly arrived from Lubbock in 1979, foundtsome

of the members of GCS to be lecherous and decided not to

attend meetings or rap groups there for that reason.46

There was also, according to Steve Bostic, an issue of

whether to allow young men under the age of eighteen into

the GCS circle. Many were concerned that the police

might be induced by fundamentalist preachers to raid the

GCS offices on the suspicion that under-age boys were

being "seduced." Paul Guttery, a local high school

student regularly attended GCS functions it seems without

any disruption from the Austin Police Department Vice

Squad.47

Gay Community Services remained an official

organization until late 1980, when it finally closed its

small office in the University Y. The energy of the

46 Paul Clover, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 15 June 1990.

47 Steve Bostic, interview by the author.
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group and its momentum, however, had ended much

earlier.48 GCS was racked on the inside by the turmoils

surrounding the inclusion of women. Most lesbians felt

that GCS was a sexist organization and served as a

monument to gay male insensitivity. The gay men of GCS

tended to be distrustful of the lesbians and their

identity as something more than gay. From the outside,

GCS met. with.increasing, competition for the small number

of potential members who were politically active. The

Homophilic League was a short-lived attempt at lesbian-

gay organization on the UT campus in 1976 that was

actually started by GCS member Amme Hogan and friends but

did not affect GCS membership.49 In the fall of 1978,

however, the new Lesbian and Gay Student Alliance got

campus recognition50 and soon became a successful social

group that probably did detract from GCS. In late 1979,

the competition for active members became more intense

with the opening of Austin Lambda. GCS suffered in'this

competition from its lack of space (the University group

had the whole campus at its disposal, while Lambda had an

48 ibid.

49 "The Homophilic League," GA, v.l no.3, October
1976, p. 2.

50 "What's in Austin?," GA, v.3 no.2, September.
1978, p. 8.
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entire house) and from its reputation for being

insensitive to lesbians.

Gay Community Services existed in a dynamic time in

the history of the lesbian and gay movement. The mid-to-

late 1970s witnessed some political gains for lesbians

and gays and other minorities that had been fighting for

equal rights for some time. Austin was a part of these

changes; it was the. first city in Texas to pass equal

rights ordinances for lesbians and gays in public

accommodations and equal employment. In 1977, however,

religious fundamentalists, assorted "patriots," political

conservatives, factions of the KKK and others from a

disgruntled and threatened middle class background began

a wave of reaction against the sweeping changes that had

occurred in America since the mid 1960s. Striking at

what was perceived to be the weakest link in the liberal

agenda, the "religious right" began a political assault

on lesbians and gays around the country. Led by Anita

Bryant, a Miss America runner-up in the late 1950s, and

well-known orange juice promoter in the 1970s, the

religious right fired its opening salvo in Miami. A

referendum on the city's gay rights bill was scheduled

for June of 1977. Bryant's "Save Our Children" campaign

initiated the referendum that whipped up anti-gay

hysteria in an attempt to prevent Miami from becoming
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"another San Francisco."

In Austin, leaders from GCS and ALO worried whether

or not the anti-lesbian-gay hysteria that had received

much national media attention would affect their

situation. Fears of a general oppression of lesbians and

gays were heightened when state representatives Bill

Ceverha and Clay Smothers introduced a bill that would

have banned "homosexual organizations" at state-funded

universities. As UT-Austin was the only school with such

an organization in the state, it was apparent that the

local flirtation with tolerance for lesbians and gays was

beginning to be questioned by state legislators. In the

words of Rep. Ceverha: "[homosexuality] is an abnormal

and perverted act and does not deserve official

recognition."51

With the clouds of a bigoted backlash against

lesbians and gays forming on the local as well as

national horizon, the members of GCS acted. The source

of the wave of bigotry sweeping the nation was obviously

Anita Bryant's campaign in Miami. Local lesbian and gay

leaders therefore decided to channel their energy into

supporting the Dade County Coalition, which had been

organized to stop the repeal of gay rights legislation in

51 "Homosexuals blast House action," AAS, eve.,. 5
May 1977, p. 12; GA, v.l no.10, May 1977.
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the Florida city. Austin organizers reasoned that if the

homophobic Bryant campaign succeeded in Miami it would be

simply a matter of time before a similar campaign reached

Texas.52 GCS members combined with the newly formed

Austin Gay Political Caucus (AGPC) to organize a

fundraiser entitled "Squeeze Anita Night," which was held

June 1, 1977, at all six of Austin's lesbian and gay

bars, the bathhouse and the two gay-frequented -=.

bookstores. Over $1150 was raised by GCS and AGPC

volunteers who canvassed each establishment.53 Although

the referendum failed to secure rights for lesbians and

gays in Miami, it did have the positive effect in Austin

of demonstrating that lesbians and gays could pull

together for a common goal. This was the first time that

the Austin community had involved itself in a national

lesbian-gay campaign, and the tremendous success of the

fundraiser gave them confidence that perhaps they would

be able to stand up to the bigotry that they felt would

soon be turned against them.

They did not have to wait long for a local

challenge. The Fair Housing Ordinance, which included

52 Steve Bostic, interview by the author.

53 "Squeeze Anita drive collects for gay rights,"
AAS, morn., 2 June 1977, sec. B, p. 1; GA, v.l no.11,
June 1977, p. 1.
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sexual orientation civil rights, came up for

consideration by the new City Council in the summer of

1977. The five to two liberal majority in the 1975-77

council had become a four to three conservative majority

in the 1977 election.54 Although the Bryant campaign

received a lot of attention in the spring of 1977, it

came too late to be an issue in the April election. Gay

rights had been an issue when councilrmember Linn made an

unsuccessful attempt to pass a Fair Housing Ordinance

inclusive of lesbian-gay rights just before her term

expired.55 Newly elected conservative mayor, Carole

McClellan, did not want the Council to tackle such a

potentially explosive issue so early in her

administration and called a public hearing on the

matter.56 Over 150 people showed up for the four hour

meeting and were, according to the Austin American-

Statesman, "very boisterous in their demands both for and

against the inclusion of homosexuals in the

ordinance."57 The council decided to postpone their

54 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.

55 ibid.

56 "Over fair housing: Bryant cause of
controversy?," AAS, morn., 14 July 1977, sec. B, p. 1.

57 "Boisterous crowd vocalizes views on housing,"
AAS, morn., 22 July 1977, sec. A, p. 1.
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vote until the next meeting, at which time Mayor

McClellan proposed a revised ordinance that dropped

"homosexual protection." In defense of her position,

Mayor McClellan stated flippantly: "I really don't

believe homosexuals can't find a place to live in Austin,

Texas."58 On August 11, 1977 the City Council voted 4

to 3 along conservative/ liberal lines to accept a Fair

Housing Ordinance that failed to include lesbians **nA

gays. An attempt was made by Ed Wendler, a local

businessman and politician, and a coalition of liberal

groups to repeal the Fair Housing Ordinance. It was

considered to be too watered down on a number of civil

rights issues for blacks and latinos as well as for

lesbians and gays. The coalition "Vote Yes Committee"

did not get enough signatures to put the ordinance up for

a vote, and the repeal movement died in December of

1977.59 Despite the loss of that battle, the activists

were not ready to concede the war. The line was clearly

drawn with the developers and their conservative allies

on the City Council on one side and the new coalition of

minority groups unhappy with the 1977 version of the Fair

58 "Revised Ordinance offered: Mayor's proposal
drops homosexual protection," AAS, morn., 9 August 1977,
sec. A, p. 1.

59 "Fair Housing repeal bid under way," AAS, eve.,
19 September 1977, sec. A, p. 1.
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Housing Ordinance on the other. An editorial in Gay

Austin posited that:

No project has shown more clearly the
naturalness of mutual aid among minority
groups, including gay people, than the campaign
for passage of the original [which included
lesbian and gay rights] Fair Housing Ordinance,
an effort which failed to achieve its primary
goal but prompted not only the political coming
out of many gay people but also the
uncompromised support of chicanos and
blacks.60

Most gay and lesbian leaders realized that coalition

building and recognition of the struggles for civil

rights of other groups was the only way to gain and

protect their own civil rights.

The coalition of minorities was called upon in the

spring of 1978 to protest the Austin visit of Anita

Bryant, who had been invited by Pastor Harold O*Chester

of Allandale Baptist Church to speak at Austin Municipal

Auditorium.61 The Bryant visit and fundraiser for the

"Save Our Children" anti-lesbian-gay campaign came at

about the same time as the Bryant-inspired referenda on

lesbian-gay rights in St. Paul, Eugene, and Wichita.

There was much fear that Harold 0'Chester and his minions

would try a similar move in Austin, using the occasion of

60 "Contains All Natural Ingredients," GA, v.2 no.5,
December 1977, pp. 8-9.

61 "Baptist church to sponsor Bryant's visit to
Austin," Daily Texan, 1 May 1978, p. 1.
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Anita Bryant's visit to launch a campaign.62 A

peaceful "diswelcome" was planned outside the auditorium

where Bryant was to speak, as a show of strength against

the religious rally. Lesbian and gay leaders Donna

Johnson, Michael Fernandes, ALO member Janna Zumbrun, and

GCS and AGPC member Steve Thomas were among the

organizers of the Austin Human Rights Coalition, an ad

hoc coalition of groups including the Texas Womens _&

Political Caucus, National Organization of Women, United

Campus Ministries, the Brown Berets (a Chicano Rights

group), and Travis County Libertarians.63 The May 7,

1978 protest was dubbed the "Human Rights Festival" and

was advertised in a two full page advertisement in the

Austin American-Statesman the day before. The ad

proclaimed:

We deplore the effects of Anita Bryant to erode
the growth of human rights in Austin, in Texas
and in America through her continued opposition
to ERA; to lesbian and gay rights in
employment, housing and affectional preference;
and to women's rights to choose abortion.64

It was endorsed by several groups and individuals. Over

62 "Is Austin Next?," GA, v.2 no.9, April 1978, p.
4.

63 "Gays plan quiet anti-Bryant statement," AAS,
morn., 4 May 1978, sec. B, p. 1.

64 Advertisement, AAS, morn., 6 May 1978.
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1000 people attended the rally, which was a watershed for

lesbian and gay political organization. Out of this

effort lesbian and gay leaders realized that they could

make a stand on a local issue even if their reactionary

opponents were as successful as Anita Bryant and Pastor

Harold O'Chester, who drew a crowd of almost 4000 to

their show.65

While some Gay Community Services members were-=-

heavily involved with the Austin Human Rights Coalition

in the spring of 1978, some others were involved in

testing the efficacy of Austin's Public Accommodations

Ordinance, which included protection of lesbians and

gays. On February 11, 1978, acting on a tip that it had

been discriminating against lesbians and gays, Norma

Funderberg and Amme Hogan as well as Dennis Milam and his

partner Bruce Aleksander, all GCS members, went to the

Cabaret Disco of the Driskill Hotel. They were thrown

out shortly afterwards for dancing in same-sex couples.

They had been accompanied by city lawyer and GCS member

Woody Egger and Janna Zumbrun of the ALO and a member of

the Austin Human Relations Commission as witnesses.66

65 "Quiet Protest," AAS, morn., 8 May 1978, sec. A,
p. 1.

66 nTne public Accommodations Ordinance: Our
Liberal Legacy put to the Test," GA, v.2 no.9, April
1978, pp. 8-9.
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The lesbian and gay group was told by the disco manager

that there was a "house rule" against same-sex dancing

and that they would have to leave.67 Soon afterwards

the group filed a complaint with the city. This was the

first discrimination complaint on the basis of sexual

orientation to be tried under the Public Accommodations

Ordinance. Others had not come forward, according to

Woody.Egger, "because not many people want[ed] to fc*ke

the risk of publicity."68 The case was successfully

prosecuted by San Francisco lesbian and gay civil rights

attorney Matt Coles. The jury returned a verdict of

guilty and the judge fined the Cabaret Disco the maximum

penalty of 200 dollars.69 Coles was recorded in the

Austin American-Statesman on the day of his victory

nearly a year and a half after the event as saying:

The consequences on the gay rights movement
nationwide are enormous. It is the first time
a court anywhere has convicted someone of
discrimination on the basis of someone's sexual

67 "Disco faces charges based on gay rights law,"
AAS, morn., 16 August 1978, sec. B, p. 1.; Dennis Milam,
interview by the author.

68 "Gays' visit to Cabaret called planned
challenge," AAS, morn., 23 August 1978, sec. B, p. 5.

69 "Gays win suit against Driskill disco," AAS,.
morn., 11 July 1979, sec. A, p. 1. -
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orientation.70

Clearly July 15, 1979, was a red letter day for Austin's

lesbian and gay community. They had managed to prevent

with shows of solidarity what had looked to be at the

time of the Bryant visit a bid to recall Austin's pro-

lesbian-gay ordinances. They had also shown that an

Austin jury would unanimously support their civil rights

and that the judicial system could be made to challenge

the entrenched homophobia that had stifled lesbians and

gays for years.

Gay Community Services thrived through the turbulent

years of the late 1970s. The number of lesbian and gay

issues both locally and nationally bolstered the pride

and confidence of GCS, especially when its members were

the ones affecting change and controversy. The

spectacles of the Anita Bryant visit and the Cabaret

Disco court case in addition to fundraisers for national

lesbian and gay battles gave the local community an'

opportunity to band together. On the other hand, the

realities of gay male insensitivity and lesbian

separatism worked to undermine the goals of a viable

lesbian and gay community. The damage had been done with

GCS and that organization could not overcome its

70 "Gay rights recognized, lawyer says," AAS, morn.,
15 July 1979, sec. C, p. 1.
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reputation. It required an entirely new cast of

characters and a new beginning for any hope of true

lesbian and gay cooperation and understanding.


